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Abstract. In our previous papers (Nishimura [2001 and 2003])ｗｅ dealt with
jet bundles from ａ synthetic perch by regarding a 1-jet as something like a pm-
pointed (nonlinear) connection (calleda precθnnection)and then looking on higher-
order jets as repeated 1‘jetsIn this paper we generalize our notion of preconnec-
tion to higher orders, which enables us to develop ａ non-repetitive but stillsyn-
thetic approach to jet bundles　Both our repetitive and non-repetitive approaches
are coordinate-free and applicable to microlinear spaces ｍ general　In our non-
repetitive approach we can establish a theorem claiming that the (ｎ＋1)-th jet
space is an affinebundle over the n-th jet space, while we have not been able to
do so ｍ our previous repetitive approach. We willshow how to translate repeated
1-jetsinto higher-order preconnections. Finally we willdemonstrate that our repet-
ltive and non-repetitive approaches to jet bundles tally,as far as formal manifolds
are concerned.
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Introduction
In our previous papers (Nishimura [2001 and 2003D we have approached the theory of jet
bundles from ａ synthetic coign of vantage by regarding a 1‘jetas ａ decomposition of the
tangent space to the space at the point at issue (cE Saunders[1989, Theorem 4 3 2D and
then looking on higher-order jets as repeated 1-jets(cf Saunders[1989,§5 2 and §53])ln
Nishimura[20011 a 1-jet put down ｍ such ａ way was calledａ preconnection, which should
have been called,exactly speaking, a 1-preconnection　ｌｎ§1of this paper we generalize our
previous notion of 1-preconnection to higher-orders to get the notion of n-preconnecUon
for any natural number ｎ，reminiscent of higher-order generalizations of linear connection
discussed by Lavendhomme [1996, p 107]and Lavendhomme and Nishimura [1998, Definition
2]The immediate meed of our present approach to jet bundles IS that we can establish a
synthetic variant of Theorem ６.2 9 of Saunders [1989]claiming that the canonical projection
from the (ｎ＋1)-th jet space to the n-th one is an affinebundle｡
　　The remaining two sections are concerned with the comparison between our new ap-
proach to jet bundles by higher-order preconnections and our previous one by iterated 1-
preconnections discussed ｍ Nishimura [2001 and 2003E In Section 2 we will explain how to
translate the latter approach into the former, but we are not sure whether the translation
gives a bijectionｍ this general context. However, if we confine our scope to formal manifc:)lds,
the above translationindeed gives a bijection,which IS the topic of Section 3。
　　Our standard reference of synthetic differentialgeometry is Lavendhomme [1996], but
some material which IS not easily available m his book or which had better be presented ｍ
this paper anyway IS exhibited in §O as preliminaries　Our standard reference of jet bundles
is Saunders [1989],§5.2 and §5 3 of which have been constantly inspiring
0. Preliminaries
0｡1. Microcubes
Let R be the extended set of real numbers with cornucopia of nilpotent infinitesimals, which
IS expected to acquiesce ｍ the so-called general Kock axiom (ｃｆLavendhomme [1996,§２１Ｄ
We denote by D the totality of elements of Ｒ whose squares vanish　Given ａ microlinear
space M and an infinitesimal space Ｅ，ａ mapping ７ from Ｅ to M IS called an E-microcube
ｏｎＭ£戸-microcubes are usually called n-mtcrocubes. In particular, 1-microcubes are called
tａＴｉｑｅｕt■ ｅｃtｏｒｓ,and 2-microcubes are referred to as mtcrりｓ9皿res. We denote by ＴＥ(訂)
the totality of E-microcubes on Ｍ　Given Ｊ M, we denote by Tj(M) the totality of
E-microcubes ７ on M with 7(0。0)＝Ｘ　Ｔに)゛(Ｍ)ａｎｄ Tf"(M) are usually denoted
by T"(M) and T"(M) respectively Given 7 e T"(M) and ａ natural number k with k≦71，
we can put down ７ as ａ tangent vector tt to X"-i(M) mapping d E£)tｏ心ET71‾1(Af)，
where
　　　　　　　　　　　7d(di, .. ,dn-i) =j{du .. ,心-ud,dk,・　,ｄｎ－1)　　　　　　　(011)
for any d1 dn-l∈D Given ａ e R, we defineａｉ嘔tｏ be at!5　Given ７十,・y_e T"(M)
with tt＋(O)ニtlに(0), 7＋77_ IS defined to be t≒‾tt- . Given ７ｂ・ ･７ｍe T"(M) with
暁(O)＝‥＝t‰(O),暁十‥十t‰ls denoted by 71 t …t‰ｏΓΣΓ1=171Given ７ＥＴ”(訂)
and ａ mapping / : 訂升訂へwe willoften denote / ｏ７ T"(Mりbyハ(７)
　　We denote by ６ｎ the symmetric group of the set {1，・　,n}, which is well known to
be generated by ｎ－ 1 transpositions ＜リ＋1> exchanging z and ゛＋1(1≦゛≦n- 1)
while keeping the other elements fixed　A cycle a of length k IS usually denoted by ＜
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j･(7(j)ﾊﾞﾌ2(j)_k-l(j) >, where j is not fixed by a Given a∈６ｎ and ７ e T"(M), we





gr and ７ G T"(M), we define a 7 e TJ'(M) (1≦゛≦71)
　　　　　　　　　　(ａ７)(dz，・，心)＝７(di。ｄ．一i,adt,dt十1。心)　　　　　(0.13)
for any {du　,dn)∈1)7゛.
Some subspaces of£戸willplayan important role We denote by D{n) the set{(di。ｄｎ)∈
Ｄ゛ldid．二O for any 1 ≦z,j≦n}. We denote by に')(n]n)the set{{du ..,心)∈£戸｜
ｄ．　･ｄｎ＝O}Ｎｏtｅth池Ｄ(2)＝Ｄ(2,2)
　　Between T"(M) and T71＋1(Ａりthereare２ｎ＋2canonicalmappings･
　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｔ゛1(訂)　古　ｒ(財)　　(１≦ｚ≦ｎ＋1)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　s,
For any ７ e T"(M), we defineｓl(７)ＥＴ゛＋1(M)to be
　　　　　　　　　　　ｓl(７)(d1。心＋1)=l{du・　,d^-l, dl十1，・，心＋1)　　　　　　(0.14)
柘r any (dl。心＋1)∈£戸＋1　For any ７ＥＴ゛＋1(Af),we define d,(7) e T"(M) to be
　　　　　　　　　　　　ｄz(7)(dl。心)＝７(d1，　，ｄ，一1,0,dt,・，心)　　　　　　　(0 1.5)
for any {di, ・，心)Ｇ　Ｄ”.　Theseoperators satisfy the so-called simphcial identities (ｃｆ
Goerss and Jardine [1999, p.4]]
　　Now we have
Proposition 0.1.1. Ｆｏｒ　ａｎ!J⌒Y十･7-e T"(M),・Y十＼D(n,n)
all 1 < I < n
　　　－　－
= 7-|£>(n。,)zが゛ｄ,(７-ﾄ)＝ｄ,(７-)foｒ
PｒｏｏｆBythe quasi-cohmit diagram of Proposition l of Lavendhomme and Nishimura [1998]
0.2. Bundles
Ａ mapping ７r £゛升yぼof microlmear spaces IS called a bｕｎｄｌｅｏｖｅｒＭ , in which £1s called
the tｏtal ｓｐａｃｅof 7r, M is called the base space of 7r，and Ex = TT ^(x) is called the fibeｒ over
ＪＥ訂　Given !/ ∈瓦ｗｅ denote by Vy(7r) the totality of n-microcubes ７ ｏｎ Ｅ　ｓuch that
TTo 7 is a constant function and ７(0。0)＝!/ We denote by V"(7r) the set-theoretic union
ofVJ(7r)'5 for all ■ｕＧＥ，A bundle 7r　E-^M IS called ａりｅｃtｏＴヽbｕｎｄｌｅprovided that £ｚ is
ａ Euclidean R-module for every ｚ e M　The canonical projections ７Ｍ . T1(λf)升Af and
む7r　ｖl(7r)→E are vector bundles. A bundle 7r : E ^M IS called an ａｆｆｉｎｅｂ・ｕｎｄｌｅｏ・ｕｅｒ　ａ
vector bundle １て'　Ｅ'＾Ｍ provided that 瓦ls an affine space over the M-module E' for every
X e M Given two bundles 7r　E' ->A･ｆ and Ｅ’一今Ｍ over the same base space M, a mapping
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ｆ　Ｅ→Ｅ’ １８called ａｍ,０７7phiｓm of bｕｎｄｌｅｓ　fｒｏｍｌでtｏｌて’ｏ･ｕｅｒM if it induces the identity
mapping on M　Given two bundles 7r　E^M and にＭ’→M over the same base space M,
the mapping t*(7r) assigning ａ eEto each (!/,ａ)ＥＡｆ'む£＝{(!/,ａ)ＧＭ’×万|£(!/)ニ7r(a)} IS
called the bundle obtained by pulhn!7 back the bundle 7r・万一yλf along l，
0.3.　strong differences
Kock and Lavendhomme 【19841 have provided the synthetic rendering of the notion ｏ１ｓtｒｏｎｇ
ｄｉｆｆｅｒｅｎｃｅfor microsquares, ａ good exposition of which can be seen ｍ Lavendhomme [1996。
§3 41　Given two microsquares ７十and 7- on Ｍ， their strong difference 7十一７- IS defined
exactly when 7十|d(2) =7-|£>(2),and it IS ａ tangent vector to M with (7十一7-)(0) = 7十(0,0)＝
7-(0,0). Given t ＥＴ１(λf)ａｎｄ ７ ＥＴ２(７)ｗlth t{0) = 7(0,0), the strong addition l＋７1s
defined to be ａ microsquare on Ｍ with (忿＋７)|d(2) = i＼d{2)- With respect to these operations
Kock and Lavendhomme [19841 have shown that
Theorem 0.3.1.　Ｔｈｅ ｃａｎｏｍｃａｌｐｒｏｉｅｃtｉｏｎＴ２(Af)升Ｔz)(2)(Ｍ) t８ａｎ　afplne b･ｕｎｄｌｅｏｖｅｒ
哨ｅ賢治)ｒbundle TI(Ｍ)?? T°(2)(訂)－やＴＩ)(2)(訂) aｓｓｉｏＴｉｍａ・Ｙ　tｏ　ｅａｃｈ(ち７)ＥＴＩ(訂)
Ｔ卯)(Ｍ)＝{(も７)ＥＴ１(Ｍ)ＸＴ卯)(Ｍ)μ(O)＝７(0,0)}
???
These considerations can be generalized easily to Ｔｉ-Ｔｎｉｃｒｏｃｕbeｓfor any natural number ｎ
More specifically, given two n-microsquares 7十and ７- on M, their strong difference 7十一7-IS
defined exactly when ７十＼D(n,n)二7-1£'(n,n),and it is ａ tangent vector to M with (７十一７-)(O)゜
７十(0。0)こ7-(0。0)Glｖｅｎ t THM) and ７ G T"(7) with m = 7(0,・　,0), the
strong addition Z＋７ 1s defined to be an n-microcube on M with {t＋７)＼D(n,n)= l＼D{n,n) So
as to define ～and 4-, we need the following two lemmas　Their proofs are akin to their
counterparts of microsquares (cf. Lavendhomme [1996, pp 92-93])
Lemma 0.3.2.
Proposition 3])




IS a quasi-ｃｏｈｍｉt ｄｉａｇｒａｍ，切heｒｅ ｌ









一 due = 0}, $(di,　・　,dn)ニ{du・　，dn･ 0) and
Given two n-microsquares ７十and ７- on ７ぼwith 7十|z?(n,n)゜7-|z?(n,n),there existsａ unique
functionf .Ｌ)゛ｖＤ当Ｍｗlth∫ｏΨ＝７＋ａｎｄ/ｏΦ＝７- We define (ｌ＋~⌒y-){d)= /(o, 0,d)
for any d G D From the very definition of 一 we have







Given Ｚ ＥＴ１(Ｍ)ａｎｄ ７ e T"(7)
tion y≒£戸y D -今Ｍ with / ｏ (I)









exists ａ unique func-
＝7 and y｀ｏΞ= t We define (z＋７)(d1。心)＝
，心)∈1戸Prom the very definition ｏｆ十we have
：Ｍ号Ｍ’
,0),切ｅ　haｖe J。(t)(o)＝μ7)(0，




We can proceed ｓ ｍ the case of microsquares to get
Theorem ０.3.6. Ｔｈｅ ｃａｎｏｍｃａｌ ｐｒｏｉｅｃtｉｏｎＴ“(Ｍ)升Ｔz)(“'゛)(訂)ＩＳ　ａｕ　ａｆｆｉＴｉｅ　bｕｎｄｌｅ ｏｖｅｒ
the ｖｅｃtｏｒbｕndle T1(λf)jT∂(71'“)(Af)升Ｔ£>(n,n)(Ｍ^　ａｓｓｉｇｍｎｇ　’^ tｏ ｅａｃｈ(ち７)ＥＴ１(Af)昌
Ｔ砂l･“)(訂)＝{(い)ＥＴ１(財)ＸＴＩ)(゛･")(M)|ぺO)＝７(0,0)}
We have the following n-dimensional counterparts of Propositions 5, 6 and 7 of Lavendhomme
[1996,§341















Proposition 0.3.9. 狗ｒ７十,7-,7e T"(M) with⌒f十＼D{n,n)二7-|D(n,n)切ｅｈａｖｅ








Given ａ vector bundle 7r　E-^ M and a bundle ぐ．？冊Aもａ symmetric n-foΓm at X G P
(11０ｎｏ　f　tｕｉthｖalｕｅｓｍ ７ｖ1s ａ mapping ωＴ;:(Ｐ)冊叛(ｚ)sｕch that for any ７ e T"(P), any
yＥＴ”‾1(Ｐ)，ａｎy ａ R and any ae6n we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　ω(α・7) = Q!ω(7) (1≦z≦ｎ)　　　　　(0 4.1)
　　　　　　　　　　　　ω(Σ．(７))＝ω(７)　　　　　　　　　　　(0 4.2)
　　　　　　　　ω((d1，‥，心)∈£戸→7'(di,..　，成一2,成一1成))＝O　　　　　　(043)
We denote by S2(いr)the totality of symmetric n-forms at ｚ along £ with values in 7r，
We denote by S"(C,7r) the set-theoretic union of S2(ぐ;7r)″パor all X 6 P. If P = M and
いＰ冊封 IS the identity mapping, then S2(ξ;7r)and S"(e;7r) are usually denoted by








Let ａ ＝0，ｗｅ have the desired conclusion
＝ａＱﾉ(ｓ,(７)) (0 4 5)
　　□
0.5. Convention
Two bundles ７ｒ。E ^ M and ｙ・Ｅ'　-＾　Ｍoverthe same microlinearspace M shallbe
chosen once and forａ11
1. Preconnections
Let ｎ be ａ natural number　An ｎ-ｎｓｅｉｉｄｏｃｏＴｉｕｅｃtｉＯＴｉｏ･ｕｅｒ　thebｕndle ･7ｖ. Ｅ一今Ｍ　ａt　3C　Ｇ E
IS a mapping▽・:Ｔ;(。)(訂卜-> T^(E) such that for any ７ ＥＴ;(。)(M), any aeR and any




We denote by J"(7r) th¶?totality of n-pseudoconnection･1 ∇I over the bundle ７ｖ　Ｅ一今Ｍ畝
Ｘ　＾　ＥWe denote by J"(7r) the set-theoretic union of Ｊ;(7r)’８１０rall ・e E　In particular,
jo(7r) =Ehy convention
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　　Ｌｅt∇ｚ be an (ｎ＋1)-pseudoconnection over the bundle 7r ｡ £升A･I at X e E. Let
７ＥＴ;(ｚ)(Af)ａｎｄ(ｄｂ　　ｊｎ＋1)∈£戸＋1　Then we have
Lemma 1.1. ▽xiSn＋1(7))(di,　　　１ｄ″ｍ ｔlｒｉ＋1)ｔ８ｉｎｄｅｐｅｎｄｅＴｉt　ｏｆｄｎ十ｂ ８ｏ that ｗｅ　ｃａｎｐｕt ｄｏ切ｎ
▽。(ｓo1(７))ｄＴ;(£)






Letting q; = 0 in (1.4), we have
　　　　　　　　(▽x(Sn＋1(7)))K,　,dn,O) = {∇x{Sn＋1(７)))(db　・，心･心＋1)ﾂ　　　　　(15)
which shows that ∇ｚ(ｓｎ＋1(７))(d11　　　,ｄｎ,ｄｎ＋1)isindependent of心＋1　　　　　　　　　　　　□
Now it is easy to see that
Proposition 1.2.Ｔｈｅ ａｓｓｉｇｕＴｎｅｎt⌒f　ｅＴ;(。)(封)→▽，(ｓ41(７))ＥＴ２(Ｅｊ ＩＳ　ａｎ　ｎ-
Ｄｓｅｕｄｏｃｏｕｎｅｃtｉｏｎｏ･ｕｅｒ　thebｕｎｄｌｅ７v ｡ E->M ｄ ２;･　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□
By Proposition 1 2 we have the canonical projections 尨十1,7ご釦＋1(7r)‾貳卜(tt). By assigning
7r(2r)∈封tｏ each the canonical ｐroJectｌｏｎs尨　j”(7r)冊封　Note that 尨ｏ尨士1。，＝
尨-ﾄ1　For any natural 1111?Ders 71，゛ ゛1th ゛ ≦“･゛e define 私,ｍ゛j゛(7｢｣冊｣r(7｢｣to be
lLm+l,m °･･・°2Ln,n-l
　　Now we are going to show that


























for any ７ＥＴ帽(訂)Flrst we deal with the case oil = n＋1. For any (di,.. ,dn＋1)∈£戸＋1
we have
(dn+l(∇函)))(d1
































▽I(7)|D(n+l,n+l) =∇x{'y)＼D(n+l。ト1)かrany 7 G T"ぷ＼iM)｡
Ｐ‘ｒｏｏｆByLemma ０１１ and Proposition 1 3　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□
The notion of an n-precひnnection IS definedinductively on ｎ　The notion ofａl-preconnection
shall be identical with that of a 1-pseudoconnection. Now we proceed inductively An (ｎ＋1)'
pseudoconnection▽，:Ｔ芯4(Ｍ)ヨ･Ｔr'1(£)ｏｖｅrthe bundle 7r: £Ｈり1/fat ２;∈£is called
8
an (n＋1)-μΓeconnecUon over the bundle ＴＴ　Ｅ→Ｍ　ａt・ if It acquiesces ｍ the following
two conditions
尨＋1,ｎ(∇x)is an n―preconnection





We denote by rJn) the totality of n-preconnections ∇ｚ over the bundle ７ｖ　Ｅ→M at
Ｔ,　ＧE. We denote by r(7r) the set-theoretic union of Ｊ;(7r)″８１０ｒallｚ Ｅ£　In particular,
Jo(7r)＝jo(7r)＝£by convention and J1(7r)=ｦj1(7r)by卯nmtｉｏｎ　By the very definition
of 7トpreconnection･ the projectionsもl十1,n　J゛＋1(7｢｣‾i J"(7r) are naturally restricted to







Lｅt ｍ、ｎ ｂｅ ｎａtｕｒａｌｎｕｍｂｅｒｓ 切ｉth m≦ｎ　Ｌｅt fcl､. 溥ｍ ｂｅ ・ｐｏｓｉtｉｖｅ





PｒoofThis follows simply from repeated use of (1.3) and (1 12)
The following proposition willbe used ｍ the proof of Proposition 3 6
(1 13)
□






?印θ/1It IS an easy exercise of affinegeometry to show that (1.14) and (1 15) are equivalent.
Here we deal only with (1.14) in case of n = 2 For any di,d2∈D, we have
9
(∇。(Ｔト)－∇。(７-))(ｄｉｄｏ)＝((∇。(７-ﾄ)7∇。(7-))- (si o d1)(▽。(７士)))(d1,d2)
　　　　　　　　　　　[By Proposition 0 3 9]
ニ∇x((7+ごy-) ｿSi o d1)(・y+))(di,d2)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　[By (1 2) and Proposition 13]　　　　　　(1 16)
　　　　　　　　　　　　＝∇x(((ei,e2)∈び→(や一一７-)(ele2)))(d1,d2)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　[By Proposition 0.3.9 again]
　　　　　　　　　　　　＝亙2,1(▽x)(7-トつ一)(ｄｉｄｏ)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　[Ｂy Proposition 1.5],








▽よ(7)-∇. (7) belongs ｍ Vi(7r). For any ａＥＲ and any natural number i with 1 ≦1≦ｎ十1，
we have
∇2‘ (ａ・7),-∇j (Ｑヅy) ＝ａ･∇ご(７)-ａ･∇.-(7)[(12)]
＝ａ(∇よ(7)一▽x(7))　[(033)1，
(118)
which implies that the ａssｌｇｎｍｅｎ吋ＥＴ幄(訂戸→▽よ(7)-▽(7) abides by (0.4 1) For




which implies that the assignment リΞＴ幄(訂)→∇よ(祚ﾆｰ▽汁y)abldes by (0.4 2). It
remains to show that the ａｓsｉｇｎｍｅｎ吋ＥＴ幄(訂戸→∇ま(7)ニ∇j. (7) abides by (0.4.3),











the assignment ７ＥＴ;昌(訂)ｓ弓ω(７)十▽xh) stands to (1.1)･For any ａ K and any
natural number z with 1 ≦z≦ｎ十1, we have
ω(α仙十▽。(ａ・７)＝ａ叶y)十ａ▽嶮)[(0.4 1) and (1 2)]
　　　　　＝ａ(ω(7).十∇.(7)) [(0 3 4)],
(121)
so that the ａｓsｌｇｎｍｅｎ吋ＥＴ昌ぶ(訂)→ω(７)十▽a; (7) stands to (1.2) For any 四≡６ｎ十1 we
have
　　　　　　　ω(Σ。(7))十▽，(Σ。(７))＝Qﾉ(７)十Σ。(▽。(7)) [(0 4 2)and(12)]
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝Σ諏小)十▽x(7)) [(036)1，　　　　　　　　　(122)
so that the assignmen日ＥＴ幄(肘)→ω(7)+∇函)stａｎｄs to (13) That the assignment
７ＥＴ幄(訂)→a;(7)+▽1(7) stands to (1.11) follows from the simple fact that the image of
the assignment under ±十1,ｎcoincides with £,十l.n(▽ｚ)7which is consequent upon Proposition
0 4 1　1t remains to show that the assignment ７ ＥＴ芯JS(Ｍ)→ω(7)十▽a; (7) abides by
(1 12), which follows directly from (0 4 3) and (1 12).　　　　　　　　　　　　口
For any∇ﾑ∇2EJ゛4‾1(7r)ｗlth尨｡ﾄ1,。(∇X) ―n｡ﾄl,n(∇i'),ｗｅdefine ∇まニ∇iES昌ぶ(Ｍ,狗)
to be
　　　　　　　　　　　(▽よー∇2)(７)＝∇よ(7)-∇;(7)　　　　　　(123)
for any ７ＥＴ;ﾑぶ(M) This is well defined by dint of Lemma １４and Propositions 0 3.5 and
0 3 6 For any ωES芯ち(Ｍ､知)ａｎｄ any ∇。EJ゛1(7r)ｗｅ defineω十∇パEJｒl(7r)tｏ be
　　　　　　　　　　　　(ω半∇。)(7)＝ω(涯i-∇。(・y)　　　　　　　(L24)
for any ７ＥＴぢ3(訂).Thls IS well defined by dint of Propositions 0 3 5 and 0 3 6
With these two operations defined in (1 23) and (1.24)lt IS easy to see that
Theorem １.9 (cf Saunders[1989, Theorem 6 2 91]The bｕｎｄｌｅｌで十1,ｎ.J゛＋1(tt) -^ J"(7r) IS
（m afTiTie bｕｎｄｌｅｏ･ｕｅｒ　theｖｅｃtｏｒbｕｎｄｌｅＰ(砧ＸＳｎ＋1rＭ.むｊ升丿町硝　　　　　　　　　□aｎ　ａｆｆｉＴｉｅｂ ndle 013　 ｒ　the ｃtｏｒヽbｕｎ (7r)jS゛＋1(Ｍ､４)升ｒ(7r)
An ｎ-ｃｏｕｕｅｃtioTi∇θ郭ｒ7r IS simply an assignment of an ７トpreconnection▽ｚ over 7r at ｚ to
each point Ｊ of Ｅ、ｍ which we will often write ▽(7､x) in place ｏｆ∇x(7)｡l-preconnections
over 7r (ａtＪ e E) m this paper were called simply preconnections over 7r (ａtＪ G E) in
Nishimura[2001]
　　Let∫be ａ morphism of bundles over λf from ７rto ｙ　We say that an n-preconnection
▽ｚ over 7r at ａ point Ｊ ｏｉＥｉｓf-ｒｅｌａtedｏan n-preconnection ∇, overがat ａ point !/ = f(x)
of E' provided that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∫ｏ∇。(７)＝▽.(7)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(125)
R)r any ７ T"(M) with a ＝7r(Ｊ)＝7r'(!/)
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　　Now we recall the construction of J"(7r)'s in Nishimura [20031.　By convention we let
Jo(7i')ニJo(7｢｣ニ£゛1th 7｢o,oニ亙o,oニidjE and TTo ニ亙oニ7r. We let J1(7｢｣ニJ1(7｢｣with
7rl,o二2Li,o and TTl 二亙1. Now we are going to define J71＋1(7r)together with the canonical
mapping ７rｎ十1,ｎ:J゛＋1(7r)～>J"(7r) by induction on ｎ ≧1. These are intended for holonomic
jet bundles (cf　Saunders[1989, Chapter 5])Ｗｅ define Ｊ゛1(7r)tｏ be the subspace of J1(7r。)
consisting of∇' s with J ゛ ∇y e J"(7r) pursuant to the following two conditions.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∇ｚ is TTn.n-l―related to ▽1,･　　　　　　　　　　　　(126)
　　　　　　　　　　　　Let di,d2∈D and ７ ａ microsquare on M with










We define ７ryl十1,ｎto be the restriction ｏｆ(7r71)1,0.J1(J”(7r))升J71(7r)to J71＋1(tt)




2. Translation of repeated 1-jets into higher-order Preconnections
Mappings (fn　J"(7r) -^ J"(7r)(n = 0, 1) shall be the identity mappings　We are going to
define ら:J"(7r) -^ J"(7r) for any natural number n by induction on ７１.Let Xn =▽Xn-1∈
J"(7r) and▽ｚ,，EJ71＋1(tt) We define ら＋1(∇xn) as folioｗｓ:
　ら＋1(∇４)(７)(d1。心＋1)二９ｎ(▽ｚ。(7(0,・，0,'))(心＋1))(7(-,-　) ')^n十I))(d1，・　，心)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2 1)
for any ７ ＥＴ;こL)(Af)ａｎｄ any (db‥　'心＋1)∈£戸＋1
゛
Then we have
Lemma ２.1･ ？ｎ＋1(∇xj I"＋1(7r)





We proceed by induction on ｎ　First we deal with (2.2)
　　　　　　　TT O (ρ71＋1(▽ｚ。)(7)(di。ｄｎ＋1)二π師71＋1(▽xj(7)(rfi,　,dn＋1))
　　　　　　　　＝7r(？ｎ(▽４(７(O。 0, ゜))(心＋1))(7(-,..・，゛,心＋1))(di．　　　，ｄｎ))





Next we deal with (2 3), the treatment of which IS divided into two cases, namely, z ≦ｎ and


























　　　　　　　[By the definition of ？ｎ＋1]　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(27)
　　　　　　二ら(∇４(７(０，・,0, Madn＋1))(7(',・　,-,adn＋1))(ｄ１，　，ｄｎ)
　　　　　　二已±1ら＋1(∇゛)(７)(d1い　　，ｄｎ＋1)
Finally we deal with (2 4), for which it suffices to handle a =<り＋1＞(1≦z≦n) The
treatment of the simple case of z ≦n ― 1 can safely be left to the reader　Here we deal with















　[By the definition of ｇｎ＋11
＝９ｎ(∇.n(7(0。O,-,O))(dn＋1))(7(･，・，･,dn十1, )){du・,4)
＝９ｎ-1(▽４-1(７(O，・　,O,dn十ir)(ｄｎ))(7(-,・，゛,心十i,dn))(di,・
　[By the definition ｏｆ(pn)
　＝９ｎ-1(▽yn-l(7(0, ・　707 ,dn){dn＋1))(7(-,
　　　[(1275)１











　　　　　[Ｂy the definition of [pn]
It follows from (2 12) and (2 13) that
　　　　　　　　　ら＋1(▽ｚ。)(Σ<n,n＋1＞(7))二Σ〈ｎ.ｎ＋1>(</^n＋1(∇Xn)(7))






















　　　　　　　　　[By the definition ｏｆ瓦1十1･ll]　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2
16)
　　　　　　　二(pn(∇Xn(Sn＋1(7)(0。0,'))(O))(ｓｎ＋1(7)(,・　，ッO))(di,　・　ｉｄｎ)
　　　　　　　　　[By the definition of ｇｎ＋1]
　　　　　　　＝９ｎ(∇４-1)(７)(di。ｄｎ)，
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which shows the commutativity of the diagram (2 15) □
Lemma ２１ can be strengthened as follows.
Lemma ２.3･ ？ｎ＋１(▽４)∈ｒ＋1(tt)





We proceed by induction on ｎ. For ｎ ＝O there IS nothing to prove　Let ？ be the (ｎ＋1)-









dｎ＋＼’(ら(∇４･-1)(9))(d1回　・心)[By Lemma 2 1]
　　　　　　＝ら(▽４-1)(9)(dl、‥、ｄｒ．-１、ｄｎｄｎ＋1)
hus we have established the mappings ら:J"(7r) -> J"(7r)
3. Preconnections in formal bundles
In this section we will assume that the bundle 7r : £




→M IS ａ formal bundle of fiber
For the exact definition of ａ for-
mal bundle, the reader IS referred to Nishimura [n d ]Since our considerations to fol】ow
are always infinitesimal, this means that we can assume without any loss of generality
that Ｍ = W, E = W十*, and 7r 'ｒ＋9升ｒ is the canonical projection to the firstｐ
axes　We will let z with or without subscripts range over natural numbers between ｌ and
p (including endpomts), while we will let J with or without subscnpts range over natural
numbers between ｌ and ９ (including endpomts) For any natural number ｎ， we denote
by Ｊ゛(7｢｣the totality of｢JI･ 1/」･べ,べ1*2' ・・べ11．)″ｓｏｆｐ＋９十河十p29十‥十ｐ”9 ele-














J"(7r) is denoted by ?rｎ十1,ｎWe willuse Einstein's summation convention to suppress Σ
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～The principal objective ｍ this section IS to define mappings θｎ:Ｊ゛(tt)-> J"(7r) and
On .J"(7r) -ヘプ(tt), which are to be shown to be the inverse of each other　Let θo be the
















where the last ΣIS taken over all partitions of the set {だ1, .. ,kr} into nonempty subsets
{Jl, ,JJ, and if J = {ku
'
,h} isａset of natural numbers with ki <　'･ < kt, then aV
denotes ａに1ご
First of all we note that
Proposition 3.1. Ｆｏｒ　ａｎ!y{x＼!/j,ぺ7゛゛ツベls。)∈・7"(7｢｣，切ｅｈａｖｅ
ぺ　θｎ((?･鮪(袷　　・ぺ1　4))∈ｒ(7r)
ＰｒｏｏｆFor the sake of simplicity of notation we deal only with the case ofｎ ＝2， leaving
the general case safely to the reader　It should be obvious that θ2((?,!/j,べ1　■■><J)
satisfiesconditions (1 1) and (1 2). To show that It abides also by (1 3), we note that given




















PｒｏｏｆForthe sake of simplicity of notation we deal only with the case ofｎ ニ1, leaving the
general case safely to the reader Given ＺＥＴＩ(Ｍ)of the form ｄＥ£)→(?)十d(α゛)，ｓ2(1)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～IS seen to be of the form (dlj2)∈£)2→(?)十dl(ａ゛)7 so that θ2((ｚ≒/J･ｏ心ぺlz2))(s2(Z))ls












With due regard to Proposition 3 1 we have only to deal with conditions (1 11) and




from which (1 12) IS easily seen to hold by dint of Proposition ３２ The condition (1 11) holds
trivially.We can continue by induction on ｎ by dint of Proposition 3 2　　　　　　　　　　　□








1s commutative The mapping eo . Jo(7r)升Jo(7r)shall be the identity mapping Assuming
that 9n:J゛(7r)升Ｊ”(7r)ls defined, we are going to define ら＋1　J゛＋1(tt) -> J"＋1(tt), for
which It suffices by the required commutativity of the above diagram only to give ぺ1
z。／s
for each ∇ｚＥＰ＋1(tt) with ・ ＝(?,!/j).Ｌｅt e. denote (0。0, 1, 0。0) e RP, where
l IS inserted at the i-th position while the other ｐ － １ elements are fixed zero　　By the
general Kock axiom (ｃｆ　Ｌａｖｅｎｄｈｏｍｍｅ[1996,§21.3]), ▽ｚ((dl，‥，心＋1)∈£戸＋1 ゛‘一分
(?)十dlezl十‥゛十心＋1elo1))shoｕld be a polynomial of di,　. j71十1，ｍ which the CO-
efficient of d1　　心＋1 should be of the form (0, ・　ioi(祉to17‥バ:1711４1) ew＋9 for some
(０41　zｎ＋1
7　　　7




Proposition 3.4. Ｆｏｒ　ａｎｙ∇X e Jf"(7r),切ｅ ｈａｖｅｏ (▽ｘ)ＥＪ゛(゛)
Pｒｏｏｆ.Wehave only to check the symmetric nature ｏｆぺ1Js with respect to subscripts,
which follows easily from (1.3) by induction on ｎ
It is easy to see that
Proposition 3.5. The compos出回!I oOn IS the identity m卯p“!7 °/'Ｊ”(゛)









we can easilyestablishthe desiredresultby induction onｎ.
Proposition 3.6. Ｔｈｅｍａｐｐｉｎｇ　9＾　.『(7r)升び"(tt)is one- o一回e

















Therefore the desired statement follows from Proposition １６　We can continue to proceed
by induction on ｎ by using Propositions 1 3，1 5 and 1 6　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□
These considerations finally yield the following main theorem of this section
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～Theorem 3.7. Ｔｈｅｍａｐｐｉｎｇｓ　9n　『(7r)→『(tt) and Ｏｎ　J≫(7r) ^ r(7r) aΓe the z・erse
ｏｆｅａｃｈｏtheｒ Ｉｎｐａｒtｉｃｕlcぼ，　bothof tｈｅｍａｒｅ　bりｅｃtｉｉｊｅ
ＰｒoofThis follows directly from Propositions 3 5 and 3 6　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□
By combining the above theorem with ａ main result of our previous paper (Nishimura [20037
Theorem 4 8]), we have
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Theorem 3.8. Ｕｎｄｅｒ tｈｅ ｐｒｅｓｅｎt　ａｓｓｕｍｐtｉｏｎthat the bｕｎｄｌｅ７ｒ　Ｅ 一今Ｍ　IS　ａ ｆｏｒｍａｌ　bｕｎｄｌｅ
ｏｆｄｉｍｅｎｓｉｏｎｑ ｏｖｅｒ　the foｒｍａｌ　ｍａｒ可old of ｄｘＴｎｅｎｓｉｏｎｐ， the tｒａｎｓlatｉｏｎｇｎ　３゛(tt)→r(7r)
IS ａ &りechve ｃθΓΓｅ便θndence　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□
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